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Plug-in hybrid-electric vehicle (PHEV) as a solution
•
 
Potential petroleum reduction from PHEVs
•
 



























Conclusions & Next Steps























































PHEV Key Benefits and Challenges
?
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 pre-transmission parallel hybrid: 
HEV or PHEV
 2 technology scenarios
–
 
near term and long term
PHEV Study Scope and Approach
Approach
 Dynamic, power-flow simulation
 Calculates component sizes and costs
 Iterative mass-compounding
 Measures fuel/electricity consumption using NREL-proposed 
revisions to SAE J1711
















































Usable State of Charge window 




Based on battery life of 15 years 
and daily travel distance probability
•
 














Isolate the PHEV technology impacts
•
 
Battery attributes scale with 
Power/Energy ratio
10
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Midsize Sedans Long-term scenario
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P/E = Energy/Total Energy
13
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23 mpg Long-term scenario
LI-ION BATTERIES
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Powertrain Costs (incl. retail markups)
$4,004
$2,876 $2,930 $2,970 $3,023
$1,998
$1,994 $2,006 $2,013 $2,024

































































Near-term HEV Fuel Savings Offset Incremental Cost
Maintenance costs not included, no discount rate applied
$3.00/gal. 
$0.09¢/kWh (2005 average, not off-peak)
$3.00/gal. 
$0. 9¢/kWh (2005 average, not ff-peak)
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$0.09¢/kWh (2005 average, not off-peak)
Long-term Battery Cost Reductions Alone Insufficient 
For PHEV to Payback Relative to HEV
Maintenance costs not included, no discount rate applied
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Both Higher Gas Prices and Lower Battery Costs 
Required for PHEV to Payback Relative to HEV
Maintenance costs not included, no discount rate applied
$5.00/gal. (future?)
$0.09¢/kWh (2005 average, not off-peak)
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Why Consumers Might Pay More for PHEVs?
1.
 





















Convenience of home recharging (off-peak)
9.
 







Systems simulation extremely important and valuable for quickly 





















(annual VMT and trip-length distribution)
3.
 
Based on the assumptions of this study:
•
 
HEVs can reduce per-vehicle petroleum use by approximately 30%.  
•
 




Long-term powertrain cost increments are predicted to be $2k-$6k for HEVs,  
$7K-$11k for PHEV20s
 
and $11K-$15k for PHEV40s
4.
 







become the most cost-competitive EITHER if gasoline prices increase 





become cost-competitive ONLY if projected battery costs are achieved 
AND fuel prices increase.
•
 
Tax incentives and/or alternative business models (e.g. battery lease) may be 
required for successful marketing of PHEVs
